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Sustainably healthy!
Never before have we expressed a wish for health to
ourselves and our fellow human beings as often as
we have in recent months. The Corona pandemic has
redefined our focus here.
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However, why do we have to be afflicted by a disease
before we think about our health? After all, there are
MANY diseases, but there is only ONE health! And when
our body hurts - no matter where - our soul hurts too!
The holistic approach of CHUNG SHI products deals
precisely with this issue! Since our feet are a special
indicator for holistic well-being.
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The following pages are again all about functional shoes
that help to improve the physiological balance and
gain joy of life. It also helps to know that all CHUNG SHI
products are produced with respect for our planet and
people and are climate neutral.
Stay healthy and let us give you
sustainable joy of life!
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I love the Clogs..
...because I can finally walk again without pain. I have a heel spur
and with these shoes I can move normally again. A dream - walking like on clouds!
Christina S., Bremen

Complaints and pain in the musculoskeletal
system are widespread in today‘s society.
There are a multitude of potential causes:

...because as an artist I can stand at the easel for hours again.
Completely in contrast to before. It‘s hard to believe, but my problems have
totally disappeared. And I wear these clogs every day now.
Lucian B., Vohburg a. d. D.

Unfavorable posture, lack of exercise, overweight,
unergonomic working conditions play a role.
Frequently, a combination of several factors is also
observed.
In addition to the therapy of diseases, prevention is
therefore also increasingly coming to the fore. Duflex
shoes can make an important contribution here.

What experts say:
The DUX represents for me an additional therapy approach for
heel spur and hammer toe as well as chronic back and knee pain.
My staff has also been into DUX for years.
Dr. med. Renate Grötsch, Germany

The shoe is equally recommended for leisure and work.
Especially for long periods of standing, the Dux offers lasting
comfort due to its properties and prevents typical overload
effects that (too) tightly closed footwear often brings.
Dr. med. Maximilian Meichsner, Germany
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Health starts at your feet!

„There is more to CHUNG SHI DUX than meets
the eye. The reasons lie in the well thought-out
design and the particularly soft material. This is
because the thermoelastic material adapts to the
shape of the foot through body heat and weight
and forms an individual footbed.
This achieves an even plantar load distribution,
reduces pressure peaks, and minimizes the
extend of the load, so that wearing
comes close to walking barefoot.
The use of CHUNG SHI shoes
has proven highly beneficial
in the prevention and
treatment of pain syndromes of the foot.“

(Meichsner/Laar, Patient Application Monitoring 2014).
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The German brand Duflex
from Upper Bavaria is a quality leader in
the segment of functional health shoes.
Duflex shoes are distinguished by their combination of
function and reliable quality. This is confirmed by regular, independent
product tests and certificates. Furthermore, these shoes come from a
house where responsible supply chains also have a high priority.

Duflex-Shoes are:
Softer

The high-quality original Duflex material is
wonderfully soft and provides excellent
shock absorption.
In addition, it is thermoactive. Body temperature
and weight create an individually adapted footbed
in a very short time when worn. Loads are distributed evenly over the entire sole and pressure peaks are
reduced.

Lighter

Weighing less than 130 g (DUX Clog in size S),
these shoes are amazingly light.
You can hardly feel them.
Nevertheless, they are real powerhouses for
any environment. They are breathable, ageresistant, able to withstand even greater body
weight, waterproof and UV-resistant.

DUX Clog

by chung shi ®

Healthier

The physiologically active footbed invigorates the foot
muscles, supports the arch of the foot and improves
posture and general mobility (tested and recommended by AGR, Aktion gesunder Rücken e.V., eng. Action
healthy back)
The regenerative effect alleviates exhaustion
states and loss of performance.
Last but not least, preventive and therapeutic
effects come into play, including heel spurs
and hallux valgus.

Polutant-free

Duflex products are feel-good shoes in every way.
All Duflex are vegan, latex-free and absolutely free of
harmful substances. This makes them always the
first choice, especially for children. And for adults,
they are predestined as leisure and work shoes in
many areas. Last but not least, the products and
the company ME & Friends have been awarded
the seal of climate neutrality.


*latex free
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*climate neutral
product
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A brief story on foot health

by Michael Ertl

Spring effects in the foot
A full, springy arch is not necessary for walking (as
anyone with flat feet will tell you), but its springiness reduces energy expenditure by about 17 percent.
(p. 117; as all others from „Unser Körper“, eng. „Our body“).
The second important spring in the human leg is the Achilles
tendon. More than 10cm long and very thick, it can store and
release almost 35% of the energy generated by the body
when running (not walking).
The body‘s largest muscle, the gluteus maximus, is barely
active when walking, but contracts powerfully when running, preventing the torso from tipping forward with each
step. (p. 118)

Stabilization mechanisms during running
Unlike walking, running is an erratic gait that causes the
head to toss rapidly back and forth.
The gaze blurs when the movement is not under control. Invisible stabilization mechanisms are at work here. Our organs of balance sense how quickly the head moves around
the three spatial axes and then trigger reflexes by which the
eye and neck muscles counteract the movements.
The neck band plays a special role in stabilizing the head.
It resembles a rubber band that connects the back of the head
to the arms. Every time a foot hits the ground, the shoulder
and arms of the affected side of the body move downward,
while the head tilts forward. The neck band stabilizes the
head through this opposing movement of head and arm.
(p. 119).

History of shoes
Humans probably wore shoes for the first time about 45,000
years ago. The oldest sandals known have been dated to an
age of 10,000 years. They had thin soles that were attached
to the ankle with twine (p. 401). The oldest surviving
shoes are 5,500 years old and were essentially
moccasins (p. 402). Today shoes are common and there is a general opinion that
comfortable, supportive shoes are healthy
(p.402).
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„When your feet hurt, your whole body
hurts too!“

All this works through the
Duflex-principle:

That‘s why people who have foot pain are desperate
for therapy. Sadly, all too often these unfortunates are
helped only by relieving the symptoms instead of getting to the root of the problem.

Duflex products have a proprioceptive effect (proprioception = coordinative self-awareness).
Duflex shoes improve the sense of balance and thus
gait security for pain-free and improved mobility.

Strong, elastic feet are healthy feet. But instead
of strengthening the feet, many doctors prescribe stiff insoles and recommend wearing stiff soles.
There are definitely medical conditions for which
this recommendation makes sense. However, this
is not the only possible therapy that can be done.

◎

◎

CHUNG SHI shoes technology and function
Therefore, the development of the CHUNG SHI product
lines focused precisely on strengthening and activation
from the following points of view:
1. Functional, springy arch of the foot

◎

Due to the softness of the Duflex material, the rear
foot sinks into the material. This straightens the heel
bone.
Also, the zero-blast (no difference in level between
the rearfoot and forefoot) and construction height of
the sole support the sinking of the rearfoot into the
Duflex material. This results in dorsiflexion of the
foot (flexion in the direction of the arch). The effect
is to straighten the trunk and neck and stretch the
Achilles tendon.
The resilience of the Duflex material creates a training stimulus in tendons and muscles.

2. Straightening and stabilization of the trunk
(through gluteus maximus)

The combination of damping and resilience has the following effects:

3. Head stabilization
a. through sensitization of balance and reflexes
and through
b. functional support of the neckband

◎

◎

◎

This is achieved through four components:

A S A M

Balance training in the sense of proprioceptive training improves gait safety and thus prevents falls.
The impact impulse is controlled, stabilizing the
small muscles around joints and tendons.
Balance improvement and stabilization of the small
muscles increase the feeling of well-being and remain due to the memory effect even after 3 months
of wearing our shoe (3x per week for 2 hours each
time).

Align of calcaneus, arch, trunk and neck.
Stabilize the small muscles around the joints
(ankle, vertebrae, hip, neck).

Activate tendons, ligaments and muscles.
Memory effect that causes the learned bet-

ter posture and foot positioning to be retained
by the myoline memory even in other shoes.

Source: Lieberman, D.E. (2018)
Unser Körper – Geschichte, Gegenwart, Zukunft.
Fischer Verlag
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CHUNG SHI products and company
- multiple awarded
2003
ISPO Outdoor Award: The sole concept
of the AuBioRiG is awarded
Every year, the ISPO AWARD honors the outstanding products
in the industry. An independent jury of experts evaluates according to precisely defined criteria and awards the products
after evaluating the criteria.
In 2003, our AuBioRiG shoes received the coveted award for
the newly developed sole concept and the outstanding market
growth in the second year after its launch.

DUX Clog

by
by chung
chung shi
shi ®
®

DUX Sensi

DUX Bio

by
by chung
chung shi
shi ®
®

by
by chung
chung shi
shi ®
®

DUX Ortho
by
by chung
chung shi
shi ®
®

Ortho Clog

by
by chung
chung shi
shi ®
®

DUX Premium
by
by chung
chung shi
shi ®
®

DUX Future
by
by chung
chung shi
shi ®
®

DUX Winter

2010
Aktion Gesunder Rücken e.V.
Certified back shoe award
The purpose of Aktion Gesunder Rücken e.V. (AGR) (eng. Healthy back campaign) is to promote research into the prevention
of back pain and to disseminate the findings of these research
efforts with the aim of contributing to the fight against the
common affliction of back pain (§2 of the AGR e. V. statutes).

by
by chung
chung shi
shi ®
®

FREE Trainer

DUX Kids Clog
by
by chung
chung shi
shi ®
®

by
by chung
chung shi
shi ®
®

FREE Kids

by
by chung
chung shi
shi ®
®

With the expertise gained from this and close cooperation
with medical professionals, AGR certified the following
CHUNG SHI brand models:
AuBioRig, Duxfree Trainer, Duxfree Kids, DUX Clog, DUX Bio,
DUX Sensi, DUX Ortho, DUX Ortho Clog, DUX Winter,
DUX Premium and DUX Kids.

2018
DIPQ seal for product quality
The DIPQ (German Institute for Product Quality) analyzes
customer ratings of products from all over the world and
evaluates them in comparison with homogeneous product
categories. The DUX Clog was determined to be the winner of
the comparison with a grade of 1.8. and received the coveted
DIPQ seal.
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2008 and 2018
Ökotest top rating confirms the absence of harmful substances
For more than 30 years, ÖKO-TEST Verlags GmbH has been regarded as
preventive consumer protection. ÖKO-TEST acts independently, objective
and scientific.
After the grade „excellen“ in 2008 for the DUX Clog red, the top grade
„excellent“ was also awarded in 2018 for the tested DUX Clog navy due
to the proven absence of harmful substances.
2015 until 2019
Plus X Awards
Various Duflex models received this award for ergonomic,
ecological and high quality products.
The Plus X Award is the world‘s largest innovation award for the technology, sports and lifestyle sectors, which honors brands for the quality
and innovative edge of their products.
Due to very good results in the areas of ergonomics, ecology, quality and
functionality, the following products received the Plus X Award:
DUX Clog 2015, DUX Future and Duxfree Berlin 2018, Duflerino 2019.
2021
ME & Friends AG and all products are climate neutral!
Small CO2 footprint = big step for the climate
ME & Friends AG‘s commitment to climate protection was awarded the
„very good“ seal of approval by the German Institute for Quality Standards and Testing (DIQP).
DIQP is an independent registered association that verifies a company‘s
greenhouse gas emissions offsets as part of its certification process.
„Climate protection is one of the most important tasks of our generation,“ emphasizes Managing Director, Michael Ertl. „We have made the
vision of a climate-friendly future part of our business strategy. And our
long-term goal in doing so is not only to offset our emissions, but also to
invest in climate protection projects.“
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The path is the goal - you just have to walk it
upright with the right shoes!
A conversation with Michael Ertl
about responsibility, trust, joy of life and gratitude
Michael Ertl

ME & Friends AG celebrates its 20th anniversary this year. How do you see this
anniversary under the circumstances
determined by the pandemic?
In recent months, cuts in the personal and financial spheres have been unavoidable.

The uncertainty that prevails in our society at the
moment has further strengthened my opinion
and my responsibility towards my family and my
employees: individual interests are to be subordinated to the common good and our common good
lies for me in leading us into a future that secures
a livelihood, a vocation, happiness and health and
where for everyone the personal degree of selfrealization is possible that she or he desires.
As an entrepreneur, I see the common good
in creating a safe and satisfying environment for all our employees, specialized trade partners, suppliers and shareholders.

CHUNG SHI is your brand in the field of
functional shoes. What is it about?
The upright gait is what distinguishes humans from all other creatures. However, the
power hidden in the upright walk is often blocked by pain and other impairments.
CHUNG SHI enables through simple and holistic methods and products to dissolve these
blockages and thus strengthen their own wellbeing. And when we help people regain a zest
for life through the genuine function of our products, we are grateful and satisfied and see it as
an incentive to keep developing and improving.

Where does the trust in your brand
come from?

Even as an entrepreneur, I was forced to make decisions that were very contrary to my value system
and the philosophy I aspired to as a human being.
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It stems from my deep conviction that the success
of an idea always depends on people. Through
various activities as well as my personal demand
for lifelong learning, I have managed to build
up an extensive and heterogeneous network of

The person behind ME & Friends AG

Age: 54  Graduate in administration, company manager,
lecturer FHAM, naturopath  married to Alexia,
father of Lisa, Christoph, Philip, Benjamin, Sophie  Living in Weyarn
(Bavaria, GER)  He likes: His wife and his kids, reading, learning, great food, nice
wine  He doesn‘t like: Stagnation, irresponsibility,
semi knowledge  Realization: You don‘t learn to swim while showering!

consultants, employees, friends and business
partners whom I trust. And it is precisely through
and with these people that we are today a globally active medium-sized company with more than
3 million pairs of shoes sold and with a modular
product range of functional shoes that can be used
preventively, ambulatory or regenerative.

What are you grateful for?
Personally, I am grateful that I can determine my
own life, that I can work together with my wife and
that I can offer my children good educational opportunities.
My eldest daughter works in the company, and
fortunately I haven‘t managed to make her get bored yet ... (laughs).
My 3 younger children are still school-age, but they
too already show an enthusiasm for learning and
a sense of responsibility that fills me with joy and
makes me smile at the same time, because they
can only get these qualities from my wife!
Business-wise, I am grateful for how many people
we have been able to help with our products. This
gives meaning to our work!!!

What are your goals for the next few years?
Personal or for business? Actually, I can‘t make a
distinction here, because both areas are closely
related for me. As I myself was only able to found
ME & Friends AG through the financial support of
business friends from Hong Kong, my long-term
vision is to support other companies as well, thus
promoting innovation and creating jobs. By the
way, the brand name CHUNG SHI - time to balance! also results from this financial support and
my enthusiasm for the Asian philosophy of life.
CHUNG SHI is Cantonese and means something
like „to develop personally, to grow personally“.
My own company, ME & Friends AG, remains my life‘s work. In doing so, I hope that I will succeed in
encouraging and challenging the people who work
with me, with guard rails for orientation and, at the
same time, free opportunities for development.
It‘s time to CHUNG SHI: Learn from the past - live in
the present and actively shape your future!
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Satisfied customers report:

Convinced by
experience
Api, 56, Schladming, Austria
State-certified mountain guide and
Flight rescuer with the ÖAMTC.

With CHUNG SHI through my rehab
and back to the daily routine
of flight rescue
In 2018, I had a very serious climbing accident
and then had to go through a long rehab to get
back to my old strength.
The shoes from CHUNG SHI accompanied me
during every training session and made my
comeback incredibly easier.
When you can only move with difficulty, every
gram on your foot is too much.
The Duxfree Berlin gave me support and was
almost not felt due to its light weight.
These shoes are now part of me, whether at
work or in my spare time!

Irreplaceable
in everyday life
Doris, 49, Ramsau at Dachstein
Head of a family
organic hotel in Austria

I love my „Formula 1 shoes!“
My exhausting workday starts early in the
morning and ends late in the evening.
Most of the time I am on my feet
and good shoes are a very important
feel-good factor for me.
Since I got to know the shoes of CHUNG SHI
through a dear friend, there are
no others for me.
I am not only convinced, but really
enthusiastic! Especially the Duxfree models
of the Active Line are so light that you almost
do not feel them. They are breathable, have a
super comfortable sole and look very good.
I love all my „Formula 1“ shoes!
That‘ s what I always affectionately call them,
because I move so fast and light-footed
through our hotel.
I now have a lot of models - also for leisure - and
every single one of them is perfect for me!
And the next day I start again without my feet
hurting from the day before.
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Unexpected
Rescue
Lucian, 57, Vohburg a. d. Donau
Owner advertising agency, artist

In my artistic work, I stand at the easel for
hours. Sitting is not an option. And then last
year, out of the blue, I experienced massive
foot pain.
We were visiting my daughter at the Baltic
Sea and had a dinner date on the first
evening. Walking the way there - about
one kilometer - was hardly manageable
for me. And I couldn‘t enjoy the days after
that, vacation activities of any kind were
not possible and painting was not even a
thought.
Back home, I got the tip from a colleague
to get me DUX clogs immediately. He guessed that I had a heel spur. Today I know
that he was right.
And the effect was absolutely amazing.
With these clogs, walking and standing
was immediately possible again. And the
greatest thing: After five weeks, my feet
were practically free of complaints. I was
perhaps lucky that the inflammation was
still at a very early stage and could heal well
with the relief provided by the DUX footbed.
Of course, after that I still stayed with these
shoes. In the meantime, I wear them not only in
the studio, but also otherwise to work and often
in my spare time.

Experiences from
the medical practice
Dr. med. Renate Grötsch, Holzkirchen
Joint practice for general medicine
and naturopathy

I always try to find an optimal treatment strategy for the individual
patient and his or her individual complaints from various therapy
directions and therapy options. This multimodal therapy concept
has proven to be very successful, especially for chronic diseases.
Many of my patients come to my office with various orthopedic problems. We sit for far too long, move too little, often
carry too much weight around with us and women in particular often torture themselves into fashionable but also
less foot-healthy footwear.
The consequences: chronic back and foot pain, muscle and postural weakness and thus joint wear and
tear, damaged intervertebral discs and foot deformities such as hammer toe, metatarsalgia and heel
spurs.
For me, the CHUNG SHI shoe range represents an
important component of my multimodal treatment
concept for all these complaints. The soft footbed with
optimal pressure distribution often leads to rapid pain
relief.
For heel spurs and hammer toes in particular, I recommend the DUX Clog, for example, as a useful addition and
additional option to my multimodal treatment program.
In my office, too, the DUX clogs have proven their worth as work
shoes for many years. The feet of our entire medical practice team
are in good hands in summer and winter. They contribute to the
health of the staff, and thanks to the soft material, my employees
are always on silent soles in the practice. The strict hygiene
regulations of a medical practice are also optimally fulfilled by the
possibility of wipe disinfection.
Another argument for choosing this work shoe were the two test
ratings of „very good“ for the DUX red from 2008 and for the DUX
navy from 2018.
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Heidi Zacher

An interview with the freestyle skicrosser
Heidi, how did you first come into contact
with CHUNG SHI?
I came into contact with CHUNG SHI very many years ago, as
they are sold in the store of Stefan Bonleitner, who makes my
insoles for ski boots.
I was even more pleased when CHUNG SHI then became
a partner in the DSV (German Ski Association) and we
have been equipped with the shoes ever since, because
I really like wearing them.

The athletes of the Bavarian and the German Ski Association enjoy the products
of CHUNG SHI as Regenerative Footwear.
What does your regeneration look like
after sports?
When I arrive at home or in my hotel room, I
usually put on the DUX right away. They are just
super comfortable and support me through
the cushioning and relieving properties during
regeneration.
Depending on the day, active regeneration
is then on the program, e.g. on the bike or
running, or a visit to the physiotherapist. And
sometimes you just need to relax
on the couch ;-).

Unfortunately, you had to go through
several injuries during your career,
which must have slowed you down
athletically as well. Were CHUNG SHI
products also used during your
rehabilitation?
Yes, I also wore CHUNG SHI products in my
rehab, the shoes are super light and because
they are soft also very comfortable to wear.
And exactly because they are so soft, the muscles on the foot train, which of course again has a
positive side effect.
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Heidi Zacher

Winter sports idol from Bad Tölz, Germany
Age: 33  Association: SC Lenggries  Disciplines: Alpine skiing,
since 2008 ski cross  First World Cup races in 2009, already in the same
year participation in the World Championships 
Olympic participation Vancouver 2010 and Sochi 2014
 German champion 2011, 7 World Cup victories

After your personal experience with CHUNG SHI
products and after you got to know (and love)
the brand a little better: What do you think about CHUNG
SHI, is still a crazy brand name isn‘t it?

Official supplier of the German
Alpine Skiing and Ski Cross National Team

Yes, at first I could not imagine that much under the brand name, but
then I loved the fact that it is a company from my home country.
You don‘t immediately think of it with an Asian name. However, the
Asian name stands for the holistic approach to physical health, the
philosophy „ as well as „ and therefore the shoes are
relieving and yet activating.
Like Yin and Yang, the products are also the balance
of two opposites.

Would you recommend our products to others?
And if yes, why?
Not only am I considering recommending the products,
I have done so many times. I just love how comfortable
the shoes are to wear, and you‘re also doing your body
some good in the process.
On the other hand, the DUX have received the Öko-Test
seal „Very good“ because they do not contain any
harmful substances. This I also find a reassuring
feeling when choosing shoes.

Thank you very much for the interview.
And all the best in every respect!
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What would I advise my 20-year-old self?
A conversation with Alexia Ertl
about working with your partner, work-life balance,
parenting and the future.
You work together with your husband. Is
that a curse or a blessing?
(laughs) That‘s an interesting question, and it‘s not
so easy to answer! Even though it is a widespread
opinion that it is better not to work with your life
partner, if only to have a separation between private and business, it works quite well for us. Maybe it‘s
because we also got to know each other at work?!

Alexia Ertl

Die Frau in der ME & Friends AG

However, I think that it is rather due to our different
characters and that we complement each other
well. We are YIN and YANG or have also been called „the brain and the mouth“.
This also describes which of us is an introvert and
extrovert and thus defines our division of tasks. My
husband takes care of product development, sales and marketing, and I make sure that there are
enough resources (finances and purchasing) for
my husband‘s ideas.
The secret of our harmonious and successful private and business life together is that we respect
each other and always challenge each other to
grow further. And even if it sometimes comes to heated discussions, no one feels
inferior or disregarded, but we inspire
each other!

How do you manage everyday life as a mother of 3
children and CFO of ME &
Friends AG?
A question that occupies
many working mothers. And
I don‘t have a solution that
applies to everyone either.
In any case, I always strive to find the right balance.
The term commonly used in
specialist literature for this is
„work-life balance“ and describes
a state in which work and private
life are in harmony with each other.
A beautiful description for a desirable state, which I also try to achieve every day, because only when all areas are balanced, everything runs smoothly, and so do I!
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Age: 47  Married to Michael, Mother of Philip, Benjamin
and Sophie  Lives in Bavaria, Germany  She likes: her husband,
her own 3 children and her 2 stepchildren, sports, writing,
reading, decorating  She dislikes: aggression, irresponsibility,
messiness  Guiding Principle: „Look boldly forward,
lovingly to the side, and gratefully back!“

What do you look for in your children‘s education?
My parents were anxious to give me a good upbringing, and I think they did quite a good job (laughs)
and I‘m very grateful to them for that!
Of course, I also try to raise my own children well,
and to prepare them for the rapidly changing world.
For me, educating means setting an example, because children don‘t always do what we say, but
what we do, regardless of whether they have us as
a role model or not!
Therefore, my husband and I try to provide a balanced composition between freedom and structure,
accuracy and spontaneity, and purposefulness and
impulsiveness.

Is there anything you would advise your
20-year-old self to do?
Oh! Now we come to the part where I am supposed to reflect on my life so far and for me as a
thinker, this can become very time consuming.
However, since I feel gratitude and contentment, I
feel no need to pass on a message to my 20-yearold self to change our lives.
The only thing that is close to my heart to pass on
is, help to preserve our environment, because it is
the only one we have! And it‘s the same with our
health!
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DUX Clog

that is like walking on clouds...
Recommended by orthopedic surgeons, the DUX Clog features a super
soft yet stable footbed. The innovative
thermoelastic Duflex material offers
amazingly good relief when walking
and standing for long periods of
time. And very often, pain in the
legs and feet are blown away.

Through body heat and weight, the
Duflex material adapts to every foot
shape and thus forms an individual
footbed. This creates an even load
distribution over the entire sole of the
foot. Pressure peaks are reduced and
a walking sensation like walking on
clouds is created.

Users describe the DUX as an optimal
problem solver for heel spurs and many
other stress syndromes. It also reduces
signs of fatigue in the legs. This makes
the DUX the ideal companion for activities that require long periods of
standing and walking.
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DUX Clog

The innovative Duflex material in a wide range of colors
The softness and lightness of the Duflex material offers all-round comfort in
every respect as well as a uniquely comfortable walking sensation. The shoe
is feather-light in weight, washable and also wipe-disinfectable.
In addition, several independent tests confirm that the DUX Clog is both backfriendly, latex-free and absolutely free of harmful substances.
Last but not least, the high satisfaction rate of the DUX fan community
speaks for itself.
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Unisex

EUR

UK

US

mm

XXS
XS
S
M
L
XL
XXL
XXXL
4XL

34/35
36/37
38
39/40
41/42
43
44/45
46/47
48

3
4
5
6-7
8
9
10
11
12

5
6
7
8-9
9,5
10
10,5
11,5
12,5

220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
310

Note: Shoes fit regular
ausgezeichnet für:

Ergonomie
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Ökologie
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DUX Sensi

DUX Bio

Caressing for sensitive feet
A butter-soft Duflex variant provides
intensive, clearly noticeable pressure relief.
The deliberately destabilizing, soft footbed
activates the muscle chains and thus promotes balance. By intensifying contact with the
sole of the foot, depth sensitivity (proprioception) is promoted and the entire posture and
movement process is improved.
The special softtouch material is gentle
on the joints and reduces pressure points.

With renewable raw materials

The ultra-flexible footbed promotes blood
circulation and supports the natural regeneration process in case of inflammations as well
as postoperative treatments.
The DUX Sensi offers active recovery and regeneration for stressed feet after sports and
after long periods of standing and walking.
The gentle and soft walking feeling makes
the DUX Sensi an absolute feel-good shoe,
because you can‘t walk any softer:
caresses for your feet!

|

By using up to 30% renewable raw materials, the DUX Bio makes use of a synthetic advance of nature. The organic
components in combination with the
pollutant-free Duflex material enable
a stabilizing footbed.

DUX Bio

by chung shi ®

As with all Duflex shoes, the sole
adapts to every foot shape, creating an
individual, soft footbed that reduces pressure peaks. The feeling of walking
„like on clouds“ is created.

linden green

|

Art.Nr. 8900910

The Dux Bio is versatile as a professional
and leisure clog that combines softness
and stability - even with a little more
body weight. In addition, the clog is backfriendly, latex-free and also absolutely
free of harmful substances.

ausgezeichnet für:

Ergonomie
Ökologie

|

cherry jubilee

acai

Art.Nr. 8900710

Art.Nr. 8900920

|
bijou blue

Art.Nr. 8900715

|
ganache

|

|

emerald green

Art.Nr. 8900705

Art.Nr. 8900905

bychung
chungshi
shi®®
by

mykonos blue

Art.Nr. 8900930

Art.Nr. 8900915

DUX Bio

DUX Sensi

DUX Sensi

|

koi

Unisex

EUR

UK

US

mm

XXS
XS
S
M
L
XL
XXL
XXXL

34/35
36/37
38
39/40
41/42
43
44/45
46/47

3
4
5
6-7
8
9
10
11

5
6
7
8-9
9,5
10
10,5
11,5

220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290

|
samba

Art.Nr. 8900925

Unisex

EUR

UK

US

mm

XS
S
M
L
XL
XXL

36/37
38
39/40
41/42
43
44/45

4
5
6-7
8
9
10

6
7
8-9
9,5
10
10,5

230
240
250
260
270
280

Note: Shoes fit regular

Note: Shoes fit regular, a bit narrow
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DUX Ortho

DUX Ortho Clog

The stable all-rounder for job and leisure time

The insole clog

The insole-ready DUX Ortho with
abrasion- and slip-resistant sole material optimizes foot position, improves rolling behavior and posture, and
ensures pain-free and safe mobility.

The closed shoe construction of
the DUX Ortho provides splash and
impact protection in the toe area and
provides support and stability in the
heel area.

The special construction between
the upper and sole reduces pressure
peaks and cushions the heel strike
like an airbag.
An interchangeable footbed allows a
replacement with your own
customized insoles.

The DUX Ortho is versatile as a work
and professional clog, but also as a
leisure shoe. A combination of safety,
comfort and functionality for
people who rely on a stable fit and
want to secure the option for individual insoles.

In terms of construction, cushioning
behavior and range of use, the clog
variant corresponds to the DUX Ortho
described on the left.
The DUX Ortho Clog differs only by an
open heel area.

Ortho Clog

With the optionally usable heel strap,
a secure hold is also guaranteed here.

by chung shi ®

iceblue

Art.Nr. 8905220

|

|

cherry jubilee
navy

|

black

Art.Nr. 8906100

|

indigo purple

Art.Nr. 8905710

|

Art.Nr. 8905200

Art.Nr. 8906010

|

DUX Ortho

navy

by chung shi ®

Art.Nr. 8905100

white

|
black

|
white

Art.Nr. 8905010

Art.Nr. 8905020

|

Art.Nr. 8906020

Replacement insoles are available for Ortho and Ortho Clog, with labels color-coordinated
with the colors of the shoes:

DUX Ortho & Ortho Clog
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Unisex

EUR

UK

US

mm

XS
S
M
L
XL
XXL
XXXL*

36/37
38
39/40
41/42
43
44/45
46/47

4
5
6-7
8
9
10
11

6
7
8-9
9,5
10
10,5
11,5

230
240
250
260
270
280
290

Note: Shoes run one size smaller
*) available just for Ortho Clog in the colors
black, white and navy

black

Art.Nr. 8400011

navy

Art.Nr. 8400100

white

Art.Nr. 8400020

cherry j.

Art.Nr. 8400710

iceblue

Art.Nr. 8400220

indigo p.

Art.Nr. 8400200
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DUX Premium

DUX Future

Arch support, plenty of room and adjustable straps

Extra stable, extra comfortable

The compact Dux Premium promotes
foot mobility and stimulates the foot
muscles. The softness of the pollutant-free Duflex material provides
improved pressure distribution and
pressure relief at the neuralgic points.

The elevation in the metatarsal area
activates the foot muscles and supports the natural straightening of the
transverse arch. Therefore, it is also
suitable for foot deformities such as
flat and splay feet.

With sufficient space for the toes,
punctual pressure loads on the
inner and outer edges of the foot
are reduced.

And with the adjustable heel strap, the
support in the shoe can be regulated
individually.

A heel cushion provides
additional cushioning
with every step.

Not only a shoe - but a holistic concept for
pain-free mobility:
The soft Duflex material in the forefoot
area, an interchangeable footbed with
memory function and a stable substructure with high slip and abrasion resistance
promote overall posture, relieve the spine
and joints and provide a cushioned heel
strike. The foot muscle pump is activated
and shows positive effects on the venous
return system.

DUX Future
by chung shi ®

turquoise |
Art.Nr. 8903080

With a closed forefoot area for splash and
impact protection and a raised heel cup, the
DUX Future is versatile as a professional or
casual clog. An optional strap provides additional support.
The ideal model with exchangeable footbed
- also for slightly more body weight - that
combines softness and stability.

DUX Premium
by chung shi ®

navy

|
cherry jubilee
Art.Nr. 8903710

|

Art.Nr. 8907100

|
black

|
white

navy

black

Art.Nr. 8907020

Art.Nr. 8903010

|

|
Art.Nr. 8907010

|

Art.Nr. 8903100

white

Art.Nr. 8903020

DUX Premium
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Unisex

EUR

UK

US

mm

XXS
XS
S
M
L
XL
XXL
XXXL
4XL

34/35
36/37
38
39/40
41/42
43
44/45
46/47
48

3
4
5
6-7
8
9
10
11
12

5
6
7
8-9
9,5
10
10,5
11,5
12,5

220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
310

Note: Shoes fit regular

DUX Future
Unisex

EUR

UK

US

mm

XS
S
M
L
XL
XXL
XXXL

36/37
38
39/40
41/42
43
44/45
46/47

4
5
6-7
8
9
10
11

6
7
8-9
9,5
10
10,5
11,5

230
240
250
260
270
280
290

Note: Shoes run one size smaller
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DUX Zori

DUX Zori Sensi

The light and soft sandal DUX Zori offers toe freedom with a stable footbed.
Also in the Zori, the Duflex material
adapts to every foot and toe shape
through body heat and weight. Pressure peaks are reduced and the feeling
of walking „like on clouds“ is created.

Optimal heel positioning reduces
the risk of injury from uncontrolled
stepping.
The Zori is versatile: for spa and wellness areas, on the beach as well as a
summer leisure shoe.

The special Softtouch material is
gentle on the joints and effective for
pressure points and regeneration
processes.

A special heel cushion provides further
pressure relief. The massage nubs
positioned in the footbed also
stimulate blood circulation and
activate the reflex zones.
navy

|

Art.Nr. 8700020

white

As with the DUX Sensi (page 26), the
butter-soft Zori Sensi variant
provides intense and noticeable
pressure relief. The destabilizing
footbed activates the muscle chains,
promotes balance and supports
posture control.

The Zori Sensi is the right choice for spa
and wellness areas, on the beach and as
a summer leisure shoe: the toe sandal
for all-round comfort and for a
uniquely comfortable walking
experience.

|

Art.Nr. 8700050

black

|

white

Art.Nr. 8700010

Duxilette

Largely identical to the Zori in
construction, effect and range
of application, this slip-on has a completely open toe area and can thus also be
worn with socks.

navy

|

Art.Nr. 8707100

navy

|

|

black

Art.Nr. 8600100

white

Art.Nr. 8707010

|

|

cherry jubilee

Art.Nr. 8600020

Art.Nr. 8707710

black

|

Art.Nr. 8600010
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|

Art.Nr. 8707020

DUX Zori, Zori Sensi, Duxilette
Unisex

EUR

UK

US

mm

XXS 
XS
S
M
L
XL
XXL
XXXL
4XL 

34/35
36/37
38
39/40
41/42
43
44/45
46/47
48

3
4
5
6-7
8
9
10
11
12

5
6
7
8-9
9,5
10
10,5
11,5
12,5

220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
310

) sizes just for „Duxilette“ available
Shoes fit regular; Duxilette wide on the strap
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DUX Ballerina

DUX Winter

Elegance paired with massage

The shapely and feather-light Dux Ballerina offers stability, pressure relief and a
stimulating foot massage.
Through body heat and weight, the pollutant-free Duflex material adapts to any
foot shape, creating an individual footbed. The natural support in the metatarsal
arch and the structured footbed and the structured footbed activate the
foot muscles, stimulate blood stimulate blood circulation and
reduce callus formation. The Dux Ballerina is cut in the forefoot
area so, that the toes are covered.
It goes well with elegant wardrobe and is great to combine
with summer outfits with shorts or skirts.

Perfect for cold feet
The DUX Winter ensures alwayswarm feet
with the sewn-in synthetic lining.
In addition, the unique, thermoelastic
Duflex material adapts to every foot shape
through body heat and weight, forming a
perfect, individual footbed. The even load
distribution over the entire sole reduces
pressure peaks, creating the Duflex walking
feeling „like walking on clouds“.
Users often describe the DUX Winter as their
favorite shoe for cold feet. The cozy properties
of the shoe are also highly appreciated in cases
of metabolic disorders and during pregnancy.
The clog, which is popular as a slipper, is backfriendly, latex-free, absolutely free from harmful
substances and also completely vegan.

white



Art.Nr. 8900810
DUX Winter
by chung shi ®

black

white |
with natural color
lining



Art.Nr. 8900800

Art.Nr. 8900021

DUX Ballerina

DUX Winter

Unisex

EUR

UK

US

mm

Unisex

EUR

UK

US

mm

XXS
XS
S
M
L
XL
XXL

34/35
36/37
38
39/40
41/42
43
44/45

3
4
5
6-7
8
9
10

5
6
7
8-9
9,5
10
10,5

220
230
240
250
260
270
280

XS
S
M
L
XL
XXL
XXXL

36/37
38
39/40
41/42
43
44/45
46/47

4
5
6-7
8
9
10
11

6
7
8-9
9,5
10
10,5
11,5

230
240
250
260
270
280
290

Note: Shoes run one size smaller
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|
navy
with black lining
Art.Nr. 8900101

|
black
with black lining
Art.Nr. 8900011

Note: Shoes run one size smaller
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DUX Kids Clog

...because children‘s feet still have a lot to do!
The pollutant-free and back-friendly DUX Kids Clog promotes the natural
and healthy development of children‘s feet.
The flexible material provides unique pressure relief, reduces fatigue and
adapts to the child‘s individual foot shape through body heat and weight.
For healthy feet in adulthood, it is important to wear the right footwear
in childhood to allow for natural development, as well as to functionally support active compensation of imbalances when body proportions
change.

The AGR recommends
that children‘s shoes
should have a „high
degree of material
flexibility so that the
movement of the child‘s
foot can take place
without restriction.“ 1
DUX Kids Clog
by chung shi ®

The high wearing comfort in combination with the material properties makes the shoe a stable companion in all situations that meet the demands
of small children‘s feet as well as parents‘ wishes.
Good fit, light and flexible material as well as shock absorption
in combination with freedom from harmful substances enable a
motorically good and healthy development of the
child‘s foot.

cherry jubilee
Art.Nr. 8901715

indigo-purple
Art.Nr. 8900205

lime

khaki

Art.Nr. 8900175

Art.Nr. 8900125

navy

Art.Nr. 890010O

ocean

Art.Nr. 8900395

orange

Art.Nr. 890009O

riviera

Art.Nr. 8900315
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red

Art.Nr. 890003O

khaki/navy/black
Art.Nr. 890050O

DUX Kids
It is recommended to use the heel
strap during the first walking attempts to ensure a firmer hold in
the shoe.
EUR

UK

US

mm

20/21
22/23
24/25
26/27
28/29
30
31
32/33
34/35

3
4
5
6-7
8
9
10
11
12

5
6
7
8-9
9,5
10
10,5
11,5
12,5

140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220

Shoes fit regular

1) agr-ev.de/de/ratgeber-produkte/produkte/2829-kinderschuhe
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Some „FRIENDS“
who celebrate with us:
Wolfgang Pohl, state-certified mountain and ski guide,
Ski instructor and managing director Vivalpin:
„Since the early days of ME & Friends AG, I have been an enthusiastic user
of many of the products in the portfolio. I wish ME & Friends AG a continued
flourishing business and Alexia and Michi personally many more successful
and happy years as life and business partners!“

Our
Anniversary
Clogs

Matthias Laar, Dipl. sports scientist
for SportWissenschaft Oberland:

„With my orthopedic colleague Dr. med. Maximilian Meichsner, we were
able to measure and prove the functionality and effectiveness of the
innovative products in various examinations. I wish ME&Friends AG and its
entire team much health and energy for the next decades and thank you for
the open and appreciative way of working!“

„With three new multicolor colors, we want to set a small „milestone“ in our
company history for our 20th anniversary.
In addition to the modern camouflage look, our anniversary models naturally offer all
the soft and relieving benefits to improve your (foot) health as well as promote your
physical well-being. Just like our entire DUX collection!
A milestone that says more than a thousand words and should give many people joy of life.
And with that, we would also like to say thank you!“

Hans-Jörg Siegers, product manager purchasing and
exclusive brands for ANWR Schuh GmbH:

„The approach of linking health and inner balance with biomechanical knowledge immediately excited me. I wish Michael
Ertl and his team the innovative drive to carry the principle
„live-learn-plan“ into the world for the next 20 years as well.“

Alexia and Michael Ertl and all employees of ME & Friends AG.

|
red/yellow/orange
Art.Nr. 8900349

|

|

navy/royal/white

black/grey/white

Art.Nr. 8900123

Trust the
market leader:

Art.Nr. 8900162

Über
P.S.: With every retrospective, the question also arises: And what‘s next?
Those who know Michael Ertl with his wealth of ideas and zest for action
38

can look forward to many more innovations...

t
verkauf *
*More than 3 Million Dux sold
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The Duxfree collection is a comprehensive
functional product range, consisting of
 simple training shoes (Active Line)
 comfortable everyday companions (Casual Line)

up to the
 all-weather allrounders (Outdoor Line).

The special feature of the Duxfree lines is the
interplay of different upper materials with
different sole constructions.
Depending on the fine-tuning of the upper
and outsole, the shoe has a different lateral
stability without compromising mobility
and flexibility in the sole area.
The sole construction uses the innovative
Duflex material, which has also proven
itself in other CHUNG SHI models due to
its lightness and softness.
The Duxfree shoes of the Active Line
provide a liberating as well as relieving
walking feeling and redefine
comfortable mobility!

40
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Trainer

For a liberating walking feeling
The Duxfree Trainer supports natural movement
patterns and gives feet the freedom they crave during
active exercise.
The harmoniously coordinated interaction of upper
and outsole offers versatile applications and high
wearing comfort.
The proprioception-promoting structure of the sole
specifically causes muscle-stimulating instability.
The flexible sole also allows unrestricted movement
of the foot.

A replaceable insole also allows individual foot
care by the orthopedist.
The combination of lightweight and breathable
upper material with the particularly flexible sole
construction makes the shoe a companion for
active mobility with a naturally liberating walking
feeling.

The sole is parceled, follows the movements of the foot,
supports the natural rolling behavior and provides good
traction in all directions. The necessary fixation is
achieved with stabilizing material at the stress points
of the outsole.
The textile mesh upper is stretchy and breathable,
adapting to the anatomy of the foot like a second
skin and providing a light-footed feel.
grey

The Duxfree Trainer has cross-section round laces
that allow for easier and moderate lacing without
pressing on the top of the foot.

The
flexible sole
allows any movement.
The foot has
complete freedom.
Continuous balancing
movement trains the
neglected foot
and
leg muscles.

|

Art.Nr. 8800020

navy

|

Duxfree Trainer

Art.Nr. 8800090

black

FREE Trainer
by chung shi ®

|

Art.Nr. 8800010

Unisex

EUR

UK

US

XXS
XS
S
M
L
XL
XXL
XXXL
4XL

34/35
36/37
38
39/40
41/42
43
44/45
46/47
48

3
4
5,5
6,5
7,5
9
9,5
11
12

5w
6w
7,5w
8,5w
9,5w
9,5m
10m
11,5m
12,5m

Note: Shoes run one size smaller
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Savannah und Nassau

Perfect relief for leisure and sports
The Duxfree line‘s signature interaction between upper and outsole to finetune lateral stability is also used here.
The special feature is an upper mix of textile and suede for a compact,
breathable and secure feel.
Plenty of room for the toes in length, width and height and soft
padding inside and on the shoe collar increase comfort for
the foot and ankle.
The pronounced sinking in the heel and ball of the foot
can reduce pain during movement.
Here, the Duflex material supports the alignment
of the heel bone through material properties
and sole construction, thus relieving the back
and joints.

The supportive sole construction provides stability, freedom
in the rolling movement, excellent cushioning and maximum
wearing comfort for all activities in leisure and sports!
On the outside, the punctually parcelled sole provides
support in the forward movement. Stress points are additionally reinforced with a more abrasion-resistant material.
Oval shoe laces facilitate foot positioning in the shoe for a
secure hold without creating pressure points in the forefoot
area.
Individual foot care by the orthopedist is also
possible thanks to interchangeable insoles.

Duxfree Savannah 

Savannah 
grey/pink
Art.Nr. 8800670

EUR

US

mm

3,5
4,0
4,5
5,0
5,5
6,0
6,5
7,0
7,5
8,0

36
36,5
37,5
38
38,5
39
40
40,5
41
42

5,5
6
6,5
7
7,5
8
8,5
9
9,5
10

225
230
235
240
245
250
255
260
265
270

Duxfree Nassau 

Nassau 
navy/lime

Art.Nr. 8800680

Savannah 
black/black
Art.Nr. 8800690

Nassau 
black/grey

Art.Nr. 8800700

44

UK

UK

EUR

US

mm

7,5
8,0
8,5
9,0
9,5
10,0
10,5
11,0
11,5
12,0
12,5

41
42
42,5
43
44,5
45
45,5
46
46,5
47
47,5

8
8,5
9
9,5
10
10,5
11
11,5
12
12,5
13

260
265
270
275
280
285
290
295
300
305
310

Note: Shoes run one sizes smaller
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Kids und Junior

Safety and comfort for a healthy development
The Duxfree Kids and Junior models offer a blend of maximum
performance and comfort for many areas of use, taking into account
the anatomy of a child‘s foot.
Due to the rapid development of the child‘s foot, it is particularly important
to address individually different developments and counteract any imbalances that may arise.
Stabilizing the stride and supporting the foot anatomy in the growth
process is crucial for tomorrow‘s foot health and for preventing
foot deformities.
The parcellated sole made of soft Duflex material adapts to all
movements of the foot. It ensures a good formation of the sensorimotor
sysem as well as a healthy development. The initial important
heel contact is additionally supported with shock absorption
with every step and simultaneous promotion of the natural
rolling behavior.
An upper material mix of breathable textile and velour
leather provides a compact and secure feel for carefree
mobility in childhood.
Up to size 30, a Velcro fastening system makes it easy
to put on and take off. From size 31, independent
shoe tying may be practiced.

Whether on the playground, in the
schoolyard or as a sporty leisure shoe: The Duxfree Kids is the
optimal model for the first walking
attempts. And later, the Duxfree
Junior accompanies the transition
to adult sizes.
As a stable partner for all
adventures that meet the
demands of children‘s
feet as well as the
wishes of parents.

Duxfree Kids
Shoes come with a velcro fastener

Nassau
navy/lime

Art.Nr. 8800880

Savannah
grey/pink

Art.Nr. 8800870

Optimal ﬁt, ﬂexible material, shock
absorption and a sole, that makes the
ground tangible: this is what
childrenʻs feet need to develop
unhindered and prevent postural
deformities.
FREE Kids

by chung shi ®

EUR

UK

US

mm

20/21
22/23
24/25
26/27
28/29
30
31
32/33
34/35

3
4
5
6-7
8
9
10
11
12

5
6
7
8-9
9,5
10
10,5
11,5
12,5

140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220

Duxfree Junior
Shoe comes with laces
EUR

UK

US

mm

36
37
38
39
40

3,5
4
5
6
7

5,5
6
7
8
9

225
230
240
250
255

Shoes fit regular
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Berlin

Comfortable and lightweight
The Duxfree Berlin caresses the anatomy of the foot with a
breathable upper and its lightness gives a feeling of wellbeing that the feet crave while standing or walking.
The virtually seamless textile upper with multi-layer construction ensures a comfortable foot climate. Oval shoe laces
specially designed for active mobility provide secure support
and individual adjustment without constricting the arch of the
foot.
Particular emphasis has also been placed on the Duflex sole
construction, which fine-tunes flexibility and stability to
ensure optimal movement without restricting the foot‘s
mobility. The parceled sole is reinforced with a more
stable material for lasting traction at the
stress points.

black/blue

Art.Nr. 8810011



Thereby the lightness of the shoe
supports the interaction
between the footwear and the
ground and conveys a dynamic
wearing sensation.
A replaceable insole also allows an
individual foot care by the orthopedist.
With a sporty design and
relaxed feel, the Duxfree Berlin
is suitable not only as a training
shoe, but also as a comfortable
everyday companion.
A vacation for the feet in
every situation.

black/pink



Art.Nr. 8810321

black/blue

Art.Nr. 8810012

medium blue



Art.Nr. 8810310

light blue 

Art.Nr. 8810050
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Duxfree Berlin
Women 

Men 

EUR

UK

US

EUR

UK

US

36,0
37,0

3
4

5
6

41,0
42,0

7,5
8

8
8,5

38,0

5

7

43,0

9

9,5

39,0

6

8

44,0

9,5

10

40,0

7

9

45,0

10

10,5

41,0

8

10

46,0

11

11,5

42,0

9

11

Shoes fit regular
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The Casual Line

Healthy and active for everyday life and business
These high-quality sneakers convince with soft A structured, soft and changeable insole
conveys pleasant massage with regenerafootbed, good fit and a particularly pleasant
wearing comfort.
tive effects.
A variety of health-promoting aspects of the
Duxfree collection have been incorporated into
the development of these models. In addition
to the soft footbed, these shoes support
foot positioning and thus provide
relief for the joints.

Innovative is the processed Fly-Leather, a
new type of natural leather, which is produced in an environmentally friendly recycling
process from used leather.
It is lighter, softer and more abrasionresistant than classic full-grain leather.

Duxfree Brisbane

The men‘s sneaker with an innovative
twist closure system for quick
and easy on and off
the shoe.

Duxfree Bendigo

The raised plateau outsole of this women‘s sneaker is not just
a fashion gimmick. It increases foot positioning and thus
gives the wearer a stretched body sensation.
The generous arch shape is particularly
suitable for feet with high insteps.
A visually appealing and
functional all-rounder.

Brisbane
black



Art.Nr. 8841010

Duxfree Canberra
Bendigo
brown

The men‘s sneaker with a sporty look
and versatile wearing options for any
occasion.



Art.Nr. 8832300

Canberra I 
black/white

Duxfree
Brisbane, Canberra 

Art.Nr. 8851010

EUR

Duxfree Bendigo 
EUR

Bendigo
black



Art.Nr. 8832010
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UK

36,0
3
37,0
4
38,0
5
39,0
6
40,0
7
41,0
8
42,0
9
Fit wide at the instep

US
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Canberra II
black



Art.Nr. 8851011

UK

40,0
7
41,0
7,5
42,0
8
43,0
9
44,0
9,5
45,0
10
46,0
11
47,0
12
Shoes fit regular

US
7,5
8
8,5
9,5
10
10,5
11,5
12,5
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Beach

Beach Plus

Airy feeling of well-being in the free time
The Duxfree Beach is a casual and
lightweight canvas leisure shoe with
extra comfort.
With smooth, easily spun fibers that
trap little air, linen is breathable, tearresistant, stain-resistant, lint-free,
sweat-reducing and dimensionally
stable.

With soothing foot massage

On hot summer days, feet crave
open-toed shoe styles. However,
these offer little protection from
injury and dirt. The Duxfree Beach is
a great, light and airy alternative.
airy alternative.
For ladies in ballerina style and for
men as a loafer:

The interchangeable insole is also
Both convince with their casual
covered with linen, providing a soft and linen look and a cozy,
dry footbed and supporting the springy summery feeling.
effect of the extra-light Duflex sole.

The Duxfree Beach Plus is an airy, lightweight
leisure slip-on that impresses with its flexibility and
is barely noticeable as a closed shoe thanks to the
lightweight material.
The quick-drying upper is a synthetic blended fabric
reminiscent of a canvas, with low weight, high air
permeability and long life.
The anatomically shaped interchangeable footbed
(in a striking yellow hue) features reflex zones that
result in minimal massage and stimulation at foot
stress points. The parceled sole design maintains
flexibility and mobility in all directions.
The Duxfree Beach Plus is the ideal alternative to
open-toed shoes, offering protection from
injury and dirt as well as versatility,
such as a sailing shoe or even a
house and garden shoe.

Beach Damen
navy



Beach Herren
navy



Art.Nr. 8510100

Art.Nr. 8520100

Beach Plus khaki

 Art.Nr. 8521120
 Art.Nr. 8511120

Beach Damen
pink

Beach Herren 
khaki



Art.Nr. 8510120

Art.Nr. 8520320

Duxfree Beach, Beach Plus
Damen 
Herren 
EUR

UK

US

EUR

UK

US

2
3

4
5

40,0
41,0

7
7,5

7,5
8

37,0

4

6

42,0

8

8,5

38,0

5

7

43,0

9

9,5

39,0

6

8

44,0

9,5

10

40,0

7

9

45,0

10

10,5

41,0

8

10

46,0

11

11,5

35,0 **
36,0

Beach Damen
black

Art.Nr. 8520010
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Beach Herren 
black
Art.Nr. 8510010

Beach Plus navy

 Art.Nr. 8521100
 Art.Nr. 8511100

**) Those sizes only available for „Beach“. Fit regular.
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Vancouver und Toronto

Multifunction for everyday life and wet weather
The multifunctional half shoe Duxfree Vancouver and half boot Duxfree
Toronto offer support and protection in all seasons and weather.
The stable, abrasion-resistant outsole suitable for
everyday use provides a secure footing
and good grip on slippery surfaces.

A combination of robust cowhide suede and durable textile in the upper
ensures a breathable wearing climate. In the inner shoe, an
integrated Sampan-Tex membrane provides waterrepellent protection and dry feet.
The padded shoe collar stabilizes and supports the natural alignment
of the foot position without restricting mobility. A soft, cushioning insole
absorbs every step, while relieving pressure on the joints and also
having a regenerating effect.
The all-rounders Duxfree Vancouver and Toronto,
the everyday shoes with all-weather function
and for many outdoor activities.

Vancouver khaki

 Art.Nr. 8872120
 Art.Nr. 8871120

Torontonto navy
Vancouver navy

 Art.Nr. 8872100
 Art.Nr. 8871100

 Art.Nr. 8862100
 Art.Nr. 8861100

Toronto khaki

 Art.Nr. 8862120
 Art.Nr. 8861120

Duxfree Vancover, Toronto
Women 
Men 
Toronto black
Vancouver black

 Art.Nr. 8872010
 Art.Nr. 8871010

 Art.Nr. 8862010
 Art.Nr. 8861010

EUR

UK

US

EUR

UK

US

36,0
37,0

3
4

5
6

40,0
41,0

7
7,5

7,5
8

38,0

5

7

42,0

8

8,5

39,0

6

8

43,0

9

9,5

40,0

7

9

44,0

9,5

10

41,0

8

10

45,0

10

10,5

42,0

9

11

46,0

11

11,5

shoes fit regular
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Duflerino

Breathable, wool soft and lightweight
Duflerino models are wool soft and combine flexibility with stability for
exceptional comfort, all year round.
Through the processing of a wool-synthetic blend material the
positive properties of these two materials are combined.
Wool regulates temperature, repels perspiration, is antibacterial
and quickly wicks away moisture.
The natural air chambers of the wool ensure a temperature
exchange between inside and outside.
This leads to a particularly pleasant wearing
climate - in summer as well as in winter.

Lace-up shoe anthracite

 Art.Nr. 8882380
 Art.Nr. 8881380

The synthetic content in the upper complements the properties
of the wool, has a stabilizing effect and maintains the fit of the shoe.
The Duflerino is rounded off by the extra-light Duflex material
in the sole area, which in this model has been equipped with a
smooth, generous sole structure. This provides pleasant
cushioning and stability with every step.
The anatomically shaped interchangeable footbed has a
memory function as well as special cushioning at the
stress points of the foot.
The soft and light Duflerino is available as
a classic lace-up shoe and as a casual loafer.
Both offer sufficient width in the toe area.

Loafer anthracite

 Art.Nr. 8892380
 Art.Nr. 8891380

Duxfree Duflerino
Women 

Lace-up shoe black

 Art.Nr. 8882010
 Art.Nr. 8881010

Loafer black

 Art.Nr. 8892010
 Art.Nr. 8891010

Men 

EUR

UK

US

EUR

UK

US

36,0
37,0

3
4

5
6

40,0
41,0

7
7,5

7,5
8

38,0

5

7

42,0

8

8,5

39,0

6

8

43,0

9

9,5

40,0

7

9

44,0

9,5

10

41,0

8

10

45,0

10

10,5

46,0

11

11,5

Shoes fit regular
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Women

Comfortable and extravagant
A successful composition of functionality and timeless elegance, born from the pursuit of completing real function in beautiful shoes.
The shoe is based on the special functionalities in the area of
foot positioning, rolling behavior as well as in the fit and
stylish design.
The women‘s collection is characterized by a special interplay of
different color compositions between the upper and
outsole, which can be worn on any occasion.

By adapting the flexible sole to the
individual anatomy of the foot, fine
control of movement as well as natural and comfortable wearing comfort
is made possible.
The use of high-quality leather in the
upper as well as in the inner shoe
enables a pleasant balanced
foot climate.

The feminine shoe collection is rounded off by the two loafer
models, which, thanks to their slip-on function make it easy
to put on and and take off.

Sensomo II 
blue/lavender
Sensomo IV 
navy/turquoise

Art.Nr. 8200021

Art.Nr. 8200041

SENSOMO Damen

Sensomo II 
black/olive
Art.Nr. 8200020

Sensomo IV 
brown/yellow
Art.Nr. 8200040

Sensomo V
black



Art.Nr. 8200060**
with VC Art.Nr. 8200065
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**) While stocks last

Sensomo II 
olive/turquoise
Art.Nr. 8200022

EUR

UK

US

mm

36

3,5

5,5

225

36,5

4

6

230

37

4-4,5

6-6,5

232

37,5

4,5

6,5

235

38

5

7

240

38,5

5,5

7,5

245

39

6

8

250

39,5

6-6,5

8-8,5

252

40

6,5

8,5

255

40,5

7

9

260

41

7,5

9,5

265

41,5

7,5-8

9,5-10

268

42

8

10

270

Shoes run one size smaller and narrow
in the forefoot area
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Men

Comfortable and timeless
A casual shoe that offers versatility in casual and
business looks.
The color combinations characteristic of the Sensomo
collection are also found in some men‘s models. Combined
with a stylish design, these shoes combine functionality
and class.
The material properties of the outsole provide softness,
cushioning and relief with every step.
The flexible sole adapts to the individual foot anatomy and allows for natural and comfortable wear.

The suede used for the Sensomo V and
Sensomo I models in brown/beige and
dark brown/light blue has a textured
surface and a pleasantly warm feel.
The smooth leather models Sensomo III
and Sensomo I in light brown/light blue
and black look classy and can be combined well with business outfits or chic
casual looks.

The various high-quality genuine leather materials
give each shoe its own look and are also durable,
breathable and stretchy.

Sensomo I 
light brown/lightblue
Art.Nr. 8200011

Sensomo III
black



Art.Nr. 8200030

SENSOMO Herren
Sensomo I
black



Art.Nr. 8200010

Sensomo V
black



Art.Nr. 8200050**
with VC Art.Nr. 8200055

Sensomo I 
lightbrown/beige
Art.Nr. 8200012

Sensomo I 
darkbrown/lightblue
Art.Nr. 8200013

EUR

UK

US

mm

41
41,5
42
42,5
43
43,5
44
44,5
45
45,5
46
46,5
47

7,5
8
8,5
9
9-9,5
9,5
10
10,5
11
11-11,5
11,5
12
12,5

8
8,5
9
9,5
9,5-10
10
10,5
11
11,5
12
12,5
13
13,5

260
262
265
270
275
277
282
285
290
260
295
300
305

Shoes run one size smaller and narrow
in the forefoot area
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**) While stocks last
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AuBioRiG stands for

 Straightened posture

Comfort Step

 Better movement behavior

 Reduction of joint stress

Automatic Biologically Right Gait

 Compensation of muscular

imbalances

The unique concept of the flowing movement of the AuBioRiG system supports the natural rolling process of the foot while walking and
activates the muscles.

Upper:
Suede, textile

A 15° angled sole in the forefoot and heel area in combination with a midfoot
roll automatically guide the body into biomechanically correct, natural
walking with every step.
The individual gait phases become perceptible and ensure
a sustainably better posture. At the same time, the
Comfort Step reduces stress on the ankle and knee
during stepping and rolling.
The Comfort Step can be used both preventively to
support movement activity and therapeutically for
knee and back problems.

Sport II grey

 Art.Nr. 9102055
 Art.Nr. 9102065

Due to its simple design and the combination of
muscle activating function and the noticeable
improvement of the natural posture, the Comfort
Step becomes the perfect companion in professional and private everyday life.

Upper:
Easy care and
durable faux
leather

Sneaker black

 Art.Nr. 9100215
 Art.Nr. 9100225

AuBioRiG Women

In the book
„Die Kniesprechstunde“
(The knee consultation)
by Dr. med. Franz, the relevance
of increasing the coordination
ability is described and how this
can be trained in everyday life
without special training effort
with the help of the
AuBioRig models.

AuBioRiG Men

UK

EUR

US

mm

UK

EUR

US

mm

3

35,5

5

220

7

40,5

7,5

255

3,5

36

5,5

225

7,5

41

8

260

4

36,5

6

230

8

42

8,5

265

4,5

37,5

6,5

235

8,5

42,5

9

270

5

38

7

240

9

43

9,5

275

5,5

38,5

7,5

245

9,5

44,5

10

280

6

39

8

250

10

45

10,5

285

6,5

40

8,5

255

10,5

45,5

11

290

7

40,5

9

260

11

46

11,5

295

7,5

41

9,5

265

11,5

46,5

12

300

8

42

10

270

12

47

12,5

305

12,5

47,5

13

310

Note: Shoes fit regular
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Overview of effects from head to toe
Product functions and features

























Promotes blood circulation







Easy entry and exit













Suitable for insoles
Fairly produced







Heel strap/fixation







Balance sensitization





























Posture enhancing
Children sizes available



Latex-free



Light
Memory effect
Wearable with socks



























Promotes circulation















Easy entry and exit



Suitable for insoles









Fairly produced









Balance sensitization









Improves posture
































Children sizes available

















Light















Memory effect













Midfoot massage



















Proprioceptive











Space width f. toes







Regenerative







Back friendly





Non-slip

Zero blast







































Seamless





Zero blast





















Proprioceptive





















Regenerative























Back-friendly























Non-slip

























Harmless















Step length reducing







Lateral stability



Midfoot massage
Renewable raw material




Shock absorbing, cushioning





















































Synthetic lining, warming













































Vegan









Washable





















































Washable (hand wash)

























Soft bedding, pressure relieving























Soft, flexible upper























Wipe disinfectable


















































































































































1















DUX Clog
Art.Nr. 8900999
DUX Kids Clog Art.Nr. 8900998
DUX Winter
Art.Nr. 8900995







1) Not applicable for Sensomo III and IV








Water repellent

Vegan









Thermoelastic

Toe free, open front






































Shock absorbing, cushioning


















































































Soft, flexible upper











Soft bedding, pressure relieving







Lateral stability

















Splash and impact protection
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6





AuBioRig





Sensomo







Bendigo







Canberra







Vancouver





CO2 Neutral

Toronto









Beach Plus



Unwinding aid





Beach



Duflerino



Trainer



Berlin



Nassau



Ballerina



Winter



Bio



Savannah

CO2 Neutral






Premium



Ortho Clog

Barefoot wearable

Ortho



Future

Suitable for bathing/beach

DUXilette



Zori Sensi



Antibacterial

DUXFREE

Zori

Unwinding aid

Sensi

Clog

DUFLEX

SPARE NOZZLES

as a set of 4 pieces each
DUX Premium Art.Nr. 8900996
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chung-shi shoes are available at:

Publisher: ME & Friends AG
Rudolf-Diesel-Ring 11, 83607 Holzkirchen, DE
All rights, changes and errors reserved.
© 2021 ME & Friends AG
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Produktion u. Fotografie: INFOGA Ottobrunn

More infromation: www.chung-shi.com

